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Mission Statement:  Annual Fundraiser: Blessed to be a Blessing  

The Center for Sharing will hold its annual fundraising dinner on October 17, 6-8pm at the Three 

Rivers Convention Center. This event will be held to coincide with our annual Servant Leadership 

Development week, during which our Partners in Authentic Community (PAC) members gather, both 

local and international.  

This year a highlight of our event (and retreat) will focus on gender equity 

and reconciliation. What does gender have to do with servant leadership 

development? Did you know that domestic violence is the leading cause of 

murder for women in the U.S, and affects one in three households globally? In 

those relationships where one is supposed to feel the most loved and accepted, 

many people are often the most miserable and vulnerable. We believe it has to 

do with how we use our power. We can use our power to lift, celebrate and 

empower each other or we can use it to compete, crush and divide.  

Through our work- study program at the Collegium Café, we meet many young people whose lives 

have nearly been destroyed due to toxic relationships with friends and family members. Recently a 

young couple was fighting in the car while he was driving them past the Collegium. She jumped out 

and ran into the Café. She told 

me that she has anxiety and 

couldn’t breathe, which was 

evident as she was shaking and 

struggling to get words out. She 

just wanted to go home. A few 

minutes later, the young man 

walked by. He was willing to 

come in and talk. He was also 

grief-stricken. If we want people 

to flourish, we must help them 

find safe places and people they 

can confess their issues to, and 

heal their pain, in order to 

become the loving allies God 

intends us to be. 

Epidemic of Gun Violence By Cheryl Broetje 

11 year- old Christian comes most every day to visit his friends at the Collegium. He came running into 

my office one afternoon recently. “Did you hear about the Texas Massacre?” he asked me. I told him I 

had. Then he shared with me that he is an emotional boy. He went on to say that 

many people in our community are scared that it could happen here. With that, he 

began to wipe at his eyes, swallowing hard. I did my best to assure him that we think 

he is a wonderful person, and that we will do our best to make sure that he feels 

safe in his community. Lest you think that this is about one whiny kid, check out 

Amnesty International’s travel advisory for……..the U.S.A. they are telling readers to 

use extreme caution when in the U.S. The epidemic of gun violence has reached the 

point where it is now considered a human rights crisis. What needs to happen? How 

can you help? Call us or come by! 509-546-5999 

“We believe 

it has to do 

with how we 

use our 

power.” 

WHAT 

DOES 

SAFETY 

MEAN 

TO 

YOU? 

By Cheryl Broetje 



Check us out on Facebook 

www.facebook.com/centerforsharing 

www.facebook.com/collegiumcafe 

 

Check out our websites! 

www.vistahermosafoundation.org 

www.centerforsharing.org 

www.collegiumcafe.com 
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“We are an open 

mixing place for the 

general public, but 

we are strongly 

committed to bringing 

together people who 

may not normally 

spend time together 

in the hope that they 

will become friends, 

seeking deeper 

relationships with 

each other and with 

the community. A 

sign I once saw in an 

old café window 

proclaimed, "There 

are no strangers 

here, just friends who 

haven't met," and 

that pretty much 

captures what we're 

about.”  

~ Ray Oldenburg  

Café del Centro, A place with Purpose By Nereida Solano Sanchez, Café Manager  

Five months ago we converted our parking 

area into a café.  Café del Centro was created for 

several reasons, to provide income for Centro de 

Compartimiento (CDC), to have a space where 

people can spend time with family and friends in a 

welcoming atmosphere, and to provide quality 

drinks and food at prices that are affordable for 

students and families.  

We started with a small ‘palapa’ made of 

reeds in an area surrounded by plants, flowers and 

uplifting messages in Spanish, English, Zapotec, 

and Mixe. We purchased a small food hut made from corrugated metal, typical in our region. One local 

restaurant that closed after the earthquakes in 2017 lent us tables, chairs, and dishes. The local 

Ecological Forum donated plants and a local artist collaborative donated murals for our walls and food 

hut. In late March we opened our gate with a small ceremony with our residential student and women’s 

group. 

During these months we have had some challenges! When we started we did not have enough 

income to pay staff. Our residential students began to volunteer as wait staff and in the kitchen. Any tips 

were placed in a common pool and divided among the students equitably at the end of each month. It 

was all a learning process, no one had any experience in food service or waiting, and the menu items 

varied from common sandwiches and traditional Mexican coffee to crepes and frappes. The staff took 

turns leaning to make the different menu items.  

By this summer we had a good enough income to cover all grocery and supply 

expenses as well as salary for our manager and one wait staff. Right now we are 

known for our affordable frappes.  Our flavors are unique in town; local chocolate 

(Dxuladi), our masala chai, and marzipan, along with the well-loved cappuccino 

frappe. This summer we added sweet crepes and still looking for more options to 

extend our menu with healthy products at a good cost.  

We aim to be a place different from those already in town. We want people to feel 

welcome and accepted with us. Our Facebook page has been an important tool 

because it allows us to stay connected with people and has allowed many to find 

us and visit the cafe. If you are ever passing through Juchitan, come visit us and 

enjoy a drink and light meal.  If not just look for us online, Café Del Centro, Juchitan 

Oaxaca.  

A Random Act of Kindness By Nevresa Beganovic 

I was sitting in the Café area, catching up with 

one of our past Work Readiness participants, 

when a tall, elderly guy walked in. He took a big 

sigh, his hands on his hips, looking around. I got 

up and asked him “can I help you find 

someone?.” He said to me “no I’m just thinking 

about cookies.” That made me laugh. So I said, 

“well, what about cookies?!” And he said, ”well 

I’m thinking I’d like to have one, but if I’m going 

to have one it’s only fair that all the kids get one 

too.” He went on to ask how many kids we get in 

the building in the afternoons. I told him that we 

had a summer program going on next door that 

has about 60 kids enrolled. He decided to 

purchase cookies for all the kids, a total for 84 

cookies! WOW! 

What a morale lifter this act of generosity was 

for us all!    

 

“YOU MANIFEST YOURSELF AS 

kindness 
IN ALL YOU DO.”  

~ PS 145:13 
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Community of Servant Leaders Dinner By Glenn Cross 

June 13th, our community of servant leaders met for supper. Ruben did a great 

job grilling burgers at the BBQ! Twigy and Ko lead us in singing some great songs…

what a duo! Ko on guitar and Twigy with the microphone. 

Eric Sobotta then shared about his background in public 

education. He invited Cheryl and Glenn to do a short training 

with his HomeLink staff when he was principal there. After his 

stint at Homelink, he took on the principal’s position at Vista 

Hermosa Elementary.  

In March Eric came to CFS as the Operating Director. He 

spoke about finding a new clarity and a deeper knowledge of what servant 

leadership really means. He spoke about how our culture at CFS centers on the 

inherent worth of people, created in the image of God to be in community.  

And he said, “I don’t think anyone can argue that there is something wrong, 

polarizing, greedy, competitive, anxious and self-centered in our society.” He closed 

his time with asking, “How do you lead in a society like this?” His answer…create 

“Islands of Sanity”.  He explained how our work may appear inefficient to the world, 

but this is a place where healing is happening. A place that serves people over 

programs, process over product, hospitality and welcoming over efficiency, journey 

over destination, community over individual, living God’s Dream now-not just in 

eternity.  

After he spoke, he invited Shaunee 

up and asked her how being here at 

CFS has impacted her life. She shared 

how she is still amazed that she has 

become a manager in training at the 

Collegium Café and not out somewhere 

not doing well. She loves her team and 

helping others.  

Exciting News for Servant 

Leadership! By Cheryl Broetje 

This fall two new opportunities to learn about 

Servant Leadership will be offered in Spanish 

as well as English! We are very grateful to 

Twigy Tellez and Adan Suarez for their 

commitment to make this possible!  

1)  A one-session class overview on Servant 

Leadership will be offered September 11, 

5:30-8pm (English) and September 18 (in 

Spanish) at the Collegium.  

2)  A four-session course on the Enneagram of 

personality will be offered September 18, 25, 

October 2 and 9, 5:30-7:30pm in English, and 

October 2, 9,23 and 30, 5:30-7:30pm in 

Spanish at the Collegium.  For more 

information, or to register, call Glenn or Adan 

at 509-546-5999.  

Becoming a U.S. Citizen By Nevresa Beganovic 

I came to the United States in 1998, at 9 years old, as a Bosnian war refugee. 

My entire family received a Permanent Resident card. Over the next decade both of 

my parents and all my sisters filed paperwork to receive their citizenship. For some 

reason, it wasn’t something that I was overly concerned about, until I had my 

daughter. Every once in a while, a thought would cross my mind, what if… With 

encouragement from friends, in November 2018 I decided that it was time that I 

really pursue getting my citizenship. Within a couple of months I had completed the 

biometrics appointment and interview process. In May 2019 I received a letter of 

denial. I was terrified!  

When I was in my late teens to early 20’s I made some poor choices that led me 

to get in trouble with the law. The citizenship denial was based on the fact that the 

paperwork I provided the immigration officers, wasn’t clear enough that my case was 

closed and that I have not been on any probation for years. Even though it seemed 

like a simple fix, the thought of being denied was scary! I filed a request for my case 

to be reviewed. Two days later I got an e-mail stating that they had an update on my 

case, and that I was approved! I started to shake and cry from the excitement! A 

huge weight was lifted off me, in an instant.  

A couple of weeks later, accompanied by  friends, my daughter and some co-

workers, we headed to Yakima so that I could take my Oath of Allegiance. Two days 

before the trip the reality that I’m giving up my Bosnian Citizenship crept into my 

mind. It was a little bitter sweet, knowing I haven’t been back since I came here over 

20 years ago. I know that I am so blessed to have had this process go as quick and 

smooth as it did, as there are individuals out there who have waited years, and are 

still waiting to get their citizenship. I feel more secure today, and don’t have to worry 

about potentially being ripped away from my daughter.  



 

If you're interested in learning more about our programs and/or initiatives you can contact us using the information below.  
 

Phone: 509-546-5999 

Email: info@centerforsharing.org  

 
If you wish to unsubscribe from receiving this newsletter please let us know. 

Center for Sharing  

3525 East A Street  

Pasco, WA 99301 

FIRST THEY CAME... 

First they came for the Communists 

And I did not speak out 

Because I was not a Communist 

Then they came for the Socialists 

And I did not speak out 

Because I was not a Socialist 

Then they came for the trade unionists 

And I did not speak out 

Because I was not a trade unionist 

Then they came for the Jews 

And I did not speak out 

Because I was not a Jew 

Then they came for me 

And there was no one left 

To speak out for me.   

*Written by Pastor Martin Niemoller during World War 2. 

Welcome Jubilee Foundation!! By Roger Bairstow 

As the newest resident of the Collegium, 

I feel blessed and honored to join the 

team of staff committed to the 

principles of Servant Leadership, 

Trauma-Informed Care and an 

Empowered Worldview.  My arrival also 

brings Jubilee Foundation, which is a not

-for-profit, established by Ralph and 

Cheryl Broetje that has invested in land 

and buildings to support people-

centered and place-based ministries 

since 1995.  Over the years, we have 

hosted organizations like Jubilee 

Leadership Academy as well as CASA and the Center for Sharing in 

the Tierra Vida community, where outreach to vulnerable families 

has built resilience, connection and generational change.  Jubilee 

Foundation intends to take a more public presence as we look 

forward, and as part of that we have transitioned CASA staff under 

our organization to comprise our community-building efforts.  With 

our sites set to the future, we are eager to partner with our sister 

organizations at the Collegium to learn and innovate in how we can 

build holistic, flourishing communities that welcome all, nurture 

spiritual well-being, and evoke individuals’ gifts to serve the 

common good. 


